The amount of salinity-gradient energy that can be obtained through capacitive mixing based on double layer expansion depends on the extent the electric double layer (EDL) is altered in a low salt concentration (LC) electrolyte (e.g., river water). We show that the electrode-rise potential, which is a measure of the EDL perturbation process, was significantly (P = 10 −5 ) correlated to the concentration of strong acid surface functional groups using five types of activated carbon. Electrodes with the lowest concentration of strong acids (0.05 mmol g ) had a negative rise potential (−31 ± 5 mV). Chemical oxidation of a carbon (YP50) using nitric acid decreased the electrode rise potential from 46 ± 2 mV (unaltered) to −6 ± 0.5 mV (oxidized), producing a whole cell potential (53 ± 1.7 mV) that was 4.4 times larger than that obtained with identical electrode materials (from 12 ± 1 mV). Changes in the EDL were linked to the behavior of specific ions in a LC solution using molecular dynamics and metadynamics simulations. The EDL expanded in the LC solution when a carbon surface (pristine graphene) lacked strong acid functional groups, producing a positive-rise potential at the electrode. In contrast, the EDL was compressed for an oxidized surface (graphene oxide), producing a negative-rise electrode potential. These results established the linkage between rise potentials and specific surface functional groups (strong acids) and demonstrated on a molecular scale changes in the EDL using oxidized or pristine carbons.
■ INTRODUCTION
Between 0.8 and 2.6 TW of power could be captured globally at estuaries through the natural mixing of sea and river water. 1, 2 Capacitive mixing based on double layer expansion (CDLE), is an electricity-producing salinity gradient energy (SGE) technology that can harvest mixing energy using capacitive electrodes. Current competing pilot phase SGE technologies, pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO), and reverse electrodialysis (RED), require the use of membranes, which increases capital costs.
2−13 CDLE utilizes only low-cost activated carbon electrodes, potentially making CDLE the most sustainable conversion technique available for extracting energy from natural mixing processes. 14−21 CDLE is the reverse of an emerging desalting technique termed capacitive deionization (CDI). 22−26 Energy is used in CDI to extract ions from a concentrated salt solution using supercapacitor-based electrodes, whereas energy can be produced using CDLE from the mixing of high and low salt concentration solutions. Energy extraction with CDLE takes place through four steps ( Figure 1 ). Initially, electrodes are placed in a high salt concentration (HC, e.g., seawater), and they spontaneously charge (zero-charging), although charge can be increased using an external power supply (forcecharging) [15] [16] [17] 27, 28 (step 1). Zero-charging is favored because this alleviates the need for an initial investment of energy into the system, and there is minimal charge leakage. Once this surface charge is established, the electrodes are placed in an open circuit (no external load), and a low concentration solution (LC, e.g., river water) displaces the HC solution. The change in concentration results in a perturbation of the electric double layer (EDL) on each electrode. The change in the EDL thickness, typically evaluated in terms of changes in the Debye length (λ), increases the potential drop through the diffuse portion of the EDL [φ EDL ± = f(λ)], elevating the whole cell potential (φ cell ) (step 2). The capacitive electrodes are then discharged (at the higher potential), and energy is harvested through an external circuit (step 3). The cycle is completed when HC displaces the LC under open circuit (fixed surface charge) conditions, compressing the EDL (step 4). 15 The extent of the EDL expansion and material capacitance (C) dictate how much energy is generated during the CDLE process [E CDLE = (1/2)C(2φ EDL 
where k b is the Boltzmann constant; T, the temperature; e, the electron charge; σ, the surface charge density; C s , the salt concentration; N A , Avogadro's constant; ε 0 , the electric constant; ε r , the relative dielectric constant; and L, the EDL effective thickness. The potential distribution (φ EDL ) increases as the surface charge density (σ) increases and the solution concentration decreases. During "zero-charging", the material properties dictate the surface charge density, whereas with "force-charging" the external power supply provides the surface charge density. Methods that increase the activated carbon's intrinsic charge density are needed to capture a significant amount of energy through the "zero-charging" method. From the GCS model, an individual electrode operated with seawater and river water at the electrode's spontaneous potential could approach φ EDL ≈ 60−90 mV (φ cell = 2φ EDL ). In practice, individual electrodes have approached the theoretical predictions, but the whole cell potential has not. The whole cell potential has remained low, typically between φ cell ≈ −30 and 30 mV. 15−18 This is because each individual electrode's rise potential is similar if the electrodes (positive and negative) have the same material properties. The low rise potentials also often have been attributed to operational concerns, such as incomplete solution removal, or charge leakage. To avoid this, it has been shown that materials with dissimilar rise potentials can be paired together to increase the whole cell voltage. 14, 15 Ideally, the greatest whole cell potential rise occurs when one electrode decreases in potential (Δφ ± < 0) and the other increases in potential (Δφ ± > 0) when exposed to an LC solution. Through the use of electrodes with the most dissimilar rise potentials, the whole cell potential has approached φ cell ≈ 100 mV. 15 Although many different carbons have been examined in CDLE cells for the rise potentials, the physical and chemical characteristic that promote more positive or negative rise potentials have not been well explored. The objective of this study was to examine the relationships between activated carbon chemical, physical, and electrochemical properties and the voltage rise (energy generation phase) that occurs in a CDLE cycle. It was previously shown that the rise potential was related to the point of zero charge (PZC) of different types of carbonaceous materials, 15 but the specific functional groups responsible for these differences were not explored. We hypothesized that the abundance and type (weak versus strong) of acid groups on the carbon surface were primarily responsible for the different behavior of the carbon materials.
To examine the specific role of carbon surface chemistry on the rise potential, activated carbons (ACs) that were derived from five different precursor materials were characterized using potentiometric titrations to quantify the concentration of acidic surface functional groups. 29 The materials were further examined in terms of their electrochemical (capacitance) and physical (pore size distribution, and total surface area) properties. The voltage rise (Δφ ± > 0) or fall (Δφ ± < 0) of each material was determined at its spontaneous potential. To demonstrate the importance of acid functional groups, we oxidized one of the carbons (using nitric acid) to show that this would alter the rise potential in a predictable direction. We measured the resulting whole cell potentials that could be produced using carbons with these different concentrations of surface acid groups in capacitive mixing tests based on a "zerocharging" CDLE process. Molecular dynamics and metadynamics simulations were performed using an idealized system to show that the responses of the EDL on plain carbon (pristine graphene) were different from those on a carbon surface containing a high abundance of oxygen groups (graphene oxide). This linkage between the specific surface chemistry and rise potentials has not previously been examined through both experimental and simulation approaches. had a 0.64 cm hole drilled and tapped so that a polypropylene tube fitting (0.64 cm tube o.d. × 0.64 cm male pipe) could be screwed into the end plate. Fine extruded graphite rods (0.64 cm diameter, Graphitestore.com, Inc.) were fitted into the polypropylene tube fitting and sealed using Loctite epoxy (McMasterCarr, IL). The graphite rods served as the current collector for the capacitive electrodes. The middle chamber was hollowed out, and this served as the flow cell (empty bed volume ∼2 mL). Tube fittings were glued to the top and bottom of the middle chamber, allowing for flow into and out of the cell. A reference electrode (Ag/AgCl +0.205 versus SHE) (BASi, West Lafayette, IN) was placed in the middle chamber to measure individual electrode potentials.
Electrode Preparation, Treatment, and Characterization. Capacitive electrodes were prepared from five commercially available activated carbon powders based on different precursor materials: peat (SX+) (Norit, USA), coconut shell (YP50, Kuraray Chemical, Japan), phenolic resin (RP-20, Kurraray Chemical, Japan), bituminous coal (BC, Carbon Resources, USA), and hardwood (HRD, MeadWestvaco, USA). To demonstrate that a carbon rise potential could be modified by chemical oxidation, YP50 was treated (YP50 ox) with nitric acid (0.5 M, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO) for 12 h.
Capacitive electrodes were prepared through combining the AC powder with 10 wt % polyvinylidene fluoride (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis MO). The mixture was homogenized with a sonifier in 2 mL of dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO), and the slurry was cast onto graphite rods (∼3.2 mg cm −2 ). Electrodes were dried overnight, washed with ethanol, and then soaked in 0.5 M sodium chloride before use in the CDLE system.
Cyclic voltammagrams (CVs) of each electrode were collected using a potentiostat (Biologic VMP-3, USA). The electrodes were scanned from 0 to 0.5 V at 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 mV s , and the capacitance was calculated by
where ΔU is the width of the voltage scan; i, the discharge current; U, the voltage; v, the scan rate; and m, the mass of carbon on one electrode. Electrode properties for surface area, pore volume distribution, and strong acid surface functional groups were derived from experimental data previously collected to study oxygen reduction by these activated carbons. 29 Spontaneous Potential Measurements. The spontaneous potential of each electrode was obtained through stepping the whole cell voltage from 0 to 1 at 0.2 V increments, where each voltage was held constant for 10 min to ensure steady conditions. The positive, negative, and whole cell voltage was monitored with Ag/AgCl reference electrodes.
Step voltages were run three times to ensure repeatability. The potential of the individual electrodes measured at 0 V corresponded to the electrode's spontaneous potential.
Gouy−Chapman−Stern Model. The individual electrode potentials in different solutions (φ LCzc/HC ± ) and the resulting electrode potential rise or fall (Δφ ± = φ LC ± − φ HC ± ) were estimated using GCS theory (eq 1).
14 These calculations produced curves of rise/fall potentials that were used to evaluate CDLE performance. 15 The vanishing point, defined as the zero-rise potential, differed on the basis of the solution concentration and the material properties of the activated carbons. We expected that the vanishing point would occur at the material's point of zero charge so that it could be obtained using the potentiometric titration data for each carbon (Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1 ).
Capacitive Mixing Performance. Capacitive mixing cycle tests were conducted to evaluate the whole cell potential and individual electrode potential rise with carbons with different surface chemistries when solutions were changed. The salt solutions were 0.5 M NaCl (HC) and 0.011 M NaCl (LC). These salt solutions were continuously pumped (peristaltic pump, Cole Parmer, IL) through the test cell at a flow rate of 5 mL min −1 . During energy extraction tests with the HC solution, the electrodes were connected to a 10 Ω resistor and charged to ∼0.0 V, then the LC solution was flushed through the cell. When the potential rise reached a plateau, the electrodes were discharged through a 100 Ω resistor until the whole cell reached ∼0.0 V. The HC was then pumped through the cell, and this cycle was repeated five times to ensure repeatability.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. ReaxFF molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to calculate changes in EDL thicknesses that would occur during capacitive mixing tests with HC or LC solutions. ReaxFF reactive force field calculations were implemented using the ADF computational chemistry package. 30 A detailed description of the ReaxFF reactive force field method is given in van Duin et al. 31 and Chenoweth et al. 32 In the ReaxFF reactive force field, the total (system) energy is given by
where E bond are the bond energies; E val , the valence-angle energies; E tors , the torsion-angle energies; E over , the energy to penalize overcoordination of atoms; E under , the energy to stabilize under-coordination of atoms; E lp , the lone-pair energies; E coulomb , the nonbonded Coulomb energies; and E vdWaals , the nonbonded van der Waals interactions. ReaxFF uses a bond order/bond energy relationship, which allows for bond formation and bond dissociation during molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The bond orders obtained from interatomic distances are updated at every MD or energy minimization step. All connectivity dependent interactions (e.g., valence-angle and torsion-angle energies) are bond-orderdependent, and therefore, energies and forces associated with these terms go to zero upon bond dissociation. ReaxFF calculates nonbonded interactions (van der Waals and Coulomb) between every atom pair, irrespective of their connectivity. Excessive short-range, nonbonded interactions are avoided by incorporating a shielding term in these interactions. Pristine graphene (PG) sheets were used to model electrodes with a low concentration of strong acid functional groups, and graphene oxide (GO) sheets were used to model electrodes with a high concentration of strong acid functional groups (SI Figure S11) . The atomic structure of GO sheets used in the simulations were obtained from MD studies by Bagri et al. 33 In these simulations, we used periodic slabs with dimensions 43.35 Å × 40.04 Å parallel to the surface to describe the electrodes. Water molecules, potassium, and chlorine atoms were placed in random configurations between the electrodes separated by 16 Å to represent the 2.4 M KCl solution, which was used as a representative high concentration solution in all simulations. The ReaxFF force parameters for C/H/O were the same as those used by Rahaman et al. 34 to describe graphene−water/ graphene oxide−water interactions, and the same as Rahaman et al. 35 for Cl/O/H to describe chloride−water interactions. All MD simulations were performed in the canonical (NPT) ensemble, with a time step of 0.25 fs using the Berendsen thermostat with a coupling time constant of 100 fs and Berendsen barostat with a coupling time constant of 500 fs to control the temperature and pressure of the entire system. The system was energy-minimized with a convergence criterion of 0.25 kcal/Å and equilibrated in the canonical (NPT) ensemble for 50 ps at 300 K. The EDL thickness at the electrode surface for the HC electrolyte case was estimated from subsequent NPT simulations for 50 ps at 300 K. The potassium and chlorine ions that were not part of the EDL at the electrodes were removed manually to simulate the change from the HC to LC electrolytes. The resulting 0.9 M KCl solution was used as a representative LC solution in all simulations, and the EDL for this condition was obtained from MD simulations for 100 ps at 300 K. In these simulations the equilibration time was 50 ps, and the subsequent production run was 50 ps. Metadynamics was performed using version 1.3 of PLUMED 36 (called using a "fix" routine from lammps). Technical details are listed in the Supporting Information (SI).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Surface Chemistry of the Carbon Electrodes. On the basis of potentiometric titrations, the concentration of acidic ( Figure 2A ) and oxygen-containing (SI Figure S1 ) functional groups was highest for the HRD sample and lowest for the SX+ (peat-based) carbon. The remaining carbons (YP50, BC, and RP20) contained intermediate concentrations of strong acid groups. The strong acid functional groups measured for the HRD sample were primarily oxygen-containing acids (e.g., phenolic, carboxylic, and lactonic). 29 Surface functional groups can act as a source of surface charge because the functional groups can undergo dissociation or protonation. 37 The HRD sample had the largest quantity of strong acid surface functional groups around the operating electrolyte's pH (e.g., pH = 7), whereas SX+ has the lowest concentration of functional groups at pH = 7 (SI Figure S2) . The groups that could potentially dissociate or protonate at pH 7 were carboxylic acid groups, and thus, the concentration of these acid groups was of most interest relative to electrode rise/fall tests.
Electrode Rise and Fall Measurements. The different rise potentials (positive and negative electrodes) obtained for the different carbons was found to be well correlated (P = 10 −5 ) with the concentration of carboxlic acid groups ( Figure 2B ). Carbons with high concentrations of oxygen-containing groups (HRD) caused both the positive and negative electrode potentials to decrease when a LC solution was added to the flow cell. Carbons with fewest groups had most negative potentials. By applying a linear regression to the individual electrodes' rise/fall potential curve, the projected maximum electrode rise potential could approach 75 mV (R 2 = 0.97; based on the y intercept). In all cases, when the positive and negative electrodes were the same, the whole cell potential rise was minimal, ±15 mV (SI Figure S3-A) . This was due to the similar response of individual electrodes, as has been previously reported (SI Figure S3−B) . 15 There was no correlation between the rise/fall potential magnitude and the micro, meso, or macroporous surface area or micro, meso, or macropore volume (SI Figure S4 and S5 ).
An increase in the concentration of strong acid groups of the carbons was consistent with the shift in the PZC. The SX+ and HRD carbons had PZCs that differed by nearly 5 pH units and ∼300 mV (SI Figure S6-A) . The GCS curves for HRD and SX+ were calculated by using the PZC as the vanishing point (Δφ ± = 0). Both the positive and negative electrode rise/fall potentials for SX+ and HRD were in good agreement with those predicted using the GCS theory. When similar electrodes are used for CDLE, to establish a large potential difference between individual electrodes, the electrodes need to be pushed away from their spontaneous base potentials along the same GCS curve (SI Figure S6−B) . With dissimilar electrodes (with different PZC), the system is able to operate on two GCS curves, which promotes a potential difference between each individual electrode and another, even at the whole cells' spontaneous base potential. 15 Furthermore, when one electrode's spontaneous base potential is greater than the PZC, and the other electrode's spontaneous base potential is below the PZC (as is the case with SX+ and HRD), it is expected that one electrode will rise and one electrode will fall as the solutions are altered, which is desired. When the electrodes with the two most dissimilar concentrations were examined (SX+ and HRD), the whole cell potential rise reached 86 ± 1.7 mV, with the SX+ as the positive electrode and the HRD as the negative electrode (SI Figure S7) .
Producing Dissimilar Electrodes through Chemical Oxidation. The YP50 electrode was oxidized using nitric acid to increase the concentration of positive surface functional groups. This oxidation process, used for treatment of supercapacitors, is known to increase the concentrations of strong acid groups by 2−3 times, depending on the time and concentration of acid used. 38, 39 Using the oxidized negative electrode (YP50 ox) with a nonoxidized positive electrode (YP50) increased the whole cell potential from 12 ± 1 to 53 ± 1.7 mV ( Figure 3A) . Ideally, the potential rise observed with the similar electrodes would be 0 mV. Here, the minimal (∼10 mV) voltage rise can be attributed to slight variations among the individual film electrodes. Slight differences in the surface chemistry due to the presence of a contaminant or nonuniformity of the material, localized pH effects, or a nonhomogenous application of the binder in the electrode could all account for this small voltage rise. The increase with the dissimilar electrodes was due to the directional differences between the individual electrode rise potentials. The use of this dissimilar configuration produced a whole cell potential rise which was 3−10 times greater than that obtained using either of the similar-electrode configurations (YP50/YP50 or YP50ox/YP50ox) ( Figure 3B ). Chemical treatment reduced the rise potential of the YP50 from Δφ YP50 + = 46 ± 2 mV, to Δφ YP50ox − = −6 ± 0.5 mV (YP50-ox, Figure 3B and C). Treating activated carbons to alter surface functional groups may be more preferable than choosing materials with dissimilar concentrations of strong acid groups because this allows more control over material properties (e.g., exact functional groups, pore distribution, or surface area). YP50 is a typical activated carbon used for supercapacitors because it has a high surface area and a large concentration of micropores and, consequently, a high capacitance (SI Figure S8) . On the basis of the energy equation [E CDLE = (1/2)C(2φ EDL ) 2 ], if the voltage rise acquired through treatment methods can approach that of dissimilar materials, increasing the capacitance by 2 times (as is the case when YP50ox is used instead of the HRD sample) will double the amount of energy extracted from a CDLE cycle (SI Figure  S9) . Thus, the addition of chemical functionality through surface treatments, such as the oxidization process used here, is preferable to selecting materials on the basis of the rise potential alone because it ensures that the carbon will also have a high capacitance.
Theoretical Results: Evaluation of EDL Thickness. PG and GO sheets were examined as positive electrodes in MD simulations by assigning a net charge of 0.1e per atom, or as negative electrodes by assigning −0.1e per atom. In the absence of ions, the simulated charge distribution corresponds to a potential difference of 1.8 V between the electrodes. 40 The system is "force-charged" to be able to observe the formation of an EDL at the electrodes within the time-scale of our simulations. The formation of an EDL at the electrodes for the case that PG was the positive electrode and GO was the negative electrode, in the HC electrolyte case, is shown in Figure 4A . The ions that were not part of the capacitance or Stern layer (not adsorbed to the electrode) were removed manually to simulate the change from high-to lowconcentration electrolyte ( Figure 4B ).
At equilibration, the EDL thickness at the PG electrode increased when changing from the HC to LC electrolyte, irrespective of whether PG was the positive electrode or negative electrode. The EDL thickness increased by 0.11 ± 0.05 Å when PG was the positive electrode, and 0.10 ± 0.05 Å when PG was the negative electrode. The GO electrode showed the converse behavior: the EDL thickness decreased on going from the HC to LC electrolyte, with the direction of this response (but not the magnitude) independent of whether GO was simulated as the positive or negative electrode in the cell. The EDL thickness decreased by 0.10 ± 0.06 Å when GO was the positive electrode and decreased by 0.17 ± 0.05 Å when GO was the negative electrode. The EDL expansion at PG produced a positive-rise electrode potential, and the EDL compression at GO produced a negative-rise potential at the electrode during the CDLE cycle. These simulation results were in agreement with the experimental observations that electrodes with a low concentration of strong acid functional groups showed a positive potential rise, and electrodes with a high concentration of strong acid functional groups showed a negative potential rise during the CDLE cycle, irrespective of whether they were the positive or negative electrode in the cell. A change in the EDL thickness of 0.10 Å corresponds to an electrode rise potential of 11.12 mV for the simulated charge distribution and is within the range of experimentally observed electrode rise potentials (cf. Figure 2) .
To investigate the origins of the dissimilar EDL changes at the PG and GO electrodes, we performed metadynamics Figure  4C −H, we are primarily interested in the change in positions of free-energy minima (location of darkest blue color) when we go from a HC to LC electrolyte. Figure 4C ,D shows the free-energy surface of chloride ions near the PG electrode for the high-concentration electrolyte and low-concentration cases, respectively, when PG is the positive electrode in the cell. From these two figures, we observe that changing the HC to LC moves the position of minimum free-energy of the chloride ion farther away from the PG electrode (x axis) and that its coordination with water increased from 3 to 5 (y axis). In the HC electrolyte, the minimum free energy of the chloride ion is at a separation of 2.51 Å from the PG electrode; in the LC electrolyte, this increases to 2.59 Å. This suggests that in the LC electrolyte, because of the absence of surrounding ions, the chloride ions were stabilized by moving farther into solution and coordinating with more water molecules. This resulted in an EDL expansion, which would produce a positive potential rise at electrodes having a low concentration of strong acid functional groups.
With GO as the negative electrode, changing from the HC to LC concentration electrolyte moves the position of minimum free energy of the potassium ion closer to the GO electrode (x axis), and its coordination with water remained around 3 (yaxis) ( Figure 4E,F) . In the HC electrolyte, the minimum free energy of the potassium ion is at a separation of 2.73 Å from the GO electrode, and in the low concentration electrolyte, this decreases to 2.65 Å. At the GO electrode, ion coordination with surface oxygen atoms was also considered as a collective variable because the surface oxygen atoms could provide part of the solvation shell for the potassium ions near the GO electrode. We can note from SI Figure S10 that in the LC electrolyte, the potassium ion moves closer to the electrode, and at the same time, its coordination with surface oxygen atoms has decreased slightly from 2.9 to 2.7 (y axis).
The FES of potassium ions near the GO electrode is shown in Figure 4G ,H as a function of coordination with surface oxygen atoms (x axis) and coordination with water (y axis). In the HC electrolyte, the free-energy minimum was produced when potassium was coordinated with three water and three surface oxygen atoms. In the LC electrolyte, the potassium ion had closely spaced free-energy basins at (3,3) as well as (2,4), with a barrier of 1.27 kcal mol −1 between the basins. This suggests that in the LC electrolyte, the potassium ion can move closer to the electrode and preserve its total coordination of 6. This would produce an EDL compression and thereby a negative potential rise at electrodes with a high concentration of strong acid functional groups.
The strong acid functional groups on the electrodes provide part of the solvation shell of the adsorbing ion, and in their presence, the adsorbing ion moves closer to the electrode in the LC electrolyte, producing a negative rise potential. In the absence of strong acid functional groups, the adsorbing ion moves away from the electrode in the LC electrolyte to increase its solvation in water, producing a positive rise potential. This results in the opposite rise potential trends on electrodes with low and high concentrations of strong acid function groups.
Outlook. CDLE represents a potentially clean, inexpensive, and sustainable method for extracting energy from salinity gradients, but energy recoveries need to be improved by increasing whole cell voltages. The concentration of strong acid surface functional groups was shown here to strongly correlate with both the direction and magnitude of the individual electrode potential rise/fall. This indicates that carbons can be preselected to function as the positive or negative electrodes on the basis of the concentration of strong acid groups. However, the carbons best suited for CDLE must have high capacitance as well as dissimilar rise potentials. Thus, it may be more beneficial to chemically modify high capacitance carbons to obtain highly disparate concentrations of strong acid groups. A carbon with a high rise potential was transformed into a carbon with a low rise potential through chemical oxidation using a strong acid. Additional chemical treatments could be used to tune the type of functionality and the ideal concentration of acidic or basic functionality to improve the potential rise of both the positive and negative electrodes. Methods to chemically modify the carbons to have more positive rise potentials are as yet unidentified. ReaxFF simulations revealed that the rise and fall potential of individual electrodes could be attributed to the EDL expanding or compressing in the LC electrolytes. Additional MD simulations could provide guidance for producing the desired carbon chemistry.
